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IntrodUction: Background and Methodological Cons'iderations

The study of C.B.C., NewbUryport, is the joint undertakifig of a Deakin

University Research Team:comprising Richard Bates iind P ter Watkins of

Deakin Unitthrsity, Lou Smith of Washington University, St. L uis, and Lawrie

Angus, a teacher at C.B.C. The study forms part of an ongoing research project: .

Schools as .Negotiated Realities sponsored by Deakin Un versity and the

Australian Research Grants Scheme. The C.B.C. project

Richa'rd Bates and grew out of discussions between Baths and

as initiated by

Angus, who, as a

part-time pbstgraduate student, had been collecting ethnographic data at C.B.C.

for over two years under Bates' supervision. A number of aspects of C.B.C. -

including its history and status as an independent Catholic 'school serving a4

provincial community, its administration and ownership\ by members of a

Cligious order whote representation on the teaching staff is declining, the

histoltAnd mission of the Christian Brothers indicated' tbat it would be an

interestine, c for investigation.

Richard Bates biched the idea of an intensive ethnographic study of

C.B.C., in the first instance, with the school's headmaster, "Brother Cameron",

whose initial response, which watftiaintained throughout the entire projAt, was

one of immense interest, openness an ngness to assist. Brother Cameron

secured the neceSsary aPproval for the siWitfroin his religious superiors and

arranged for Bates to speak. to C.B.C.'s personn& monthly general 4staff

meeting. From the first mention to-staff of the possiiiig the project,

Lawrie Angus was Continuously on campus:during each school day Ori AtToV-Z---

readily accessible to staff members wishing to talk about the project -

particulaHy those who felt some unease about theprospect of outside "experts"

coming into the school and Observing and interviewing them:
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In a series of discussidns with Brother Cameron, sates and Angus
, .

negotiated a "Statement of Procedures" to be presented to teachers prior tli the

rCext general taff meeting. At _that meetingi Bates outlined the project in some

detail, 'explaining that the focus of the, research would be 'upon teachers and

administratOrs at C.B.C., arid dfscussed questions raised by staff members. In

the event, no staff member expressea objections to the study proceeding or to

the general .pg.ikmiple that the research team should be free to observe and

record general, everyday behaviour in various school settings. A handful of

teachers, however, expressed a reluctance to be interviewed.

Final clearance fbr the project was given at a third meeting 9' f staff when

most members indicated support for the study and a willingness to participate

in it. Although Brother Cameron wasi of the opinion that the uniqueness of the

C.B.C. project would be enhanced by using the actual names of the school and

its members, the decision was taken to code n'ames and place names to secure

the anonymity of participants and of the institution. ,As a further prdtection for
-5

the individuals involvea, it was agreed that transcripts of

returned to interviewees for correction and approval. NI of

members who were approached for interviews gave -them

interviews would be

the thirty-plustaff

some on several

occasions and of several hours duration and only one retracted any comments.

made on tape.
ik45

Richard Bates had earlier invited Lou Smith tO join him on a Deakin

University4 research project a nd arranged that the most intensive phase or/aka

collection at C.B.C. should coincide' wilt, Sniith's visit. to Australia. Once all

approvals for the conduct of the study had been secured, Peter Watkins also .

joined the research team which was now a unique combination of four

researchers with specifiP respon;ibilities in the construction of the ethnography.
.o
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The Researchers

Richard Bates, ihe initiator of.the C.B.C. project, is Associate Professor

or Educational tOministratiOn at Deakin UnitlersitPrior to-the C.B.C. study, -

he had organised a 1argerscale ethnography of a commOnity secondary school

(Bates et al., 1981) which provided a degree Of empirical *)validption for an

emergihg cultural theory, grounded. in critical social science, of schools

Rrganisations.

as

The C.B.C. study 'wobld allow further interrogation and

dev'elopment of he, theory. Although the other researchers, with the exception

of Smith whose theoretical background is within ttke libecal-humanist tradition,

share with Bates _a theoretical orientation with somewhat colhmon roots in neo-

Marxism, the newlociology of education 'and critical theory, the diversity of

religiots and theoretical perstipctives of the team Members added a flavbur to

the rese,arch over and above the-intriguing nature of the research site itself (see

Bates, 1982, for a discussion of this point).

9

Lou Smith, Professor of Education at WasOngton University, brought to the

project immense experience in the (field of ethnography. His own practice of

ethnographic' research and contribution to its methodology establish him as one

'of the foremost eduoation'al ethnographers. His particular interest in the C.B.C.

.study was the opportunity that it .afforded him to investigate private religious

education ih the somewhat foreign culture of Australian society.

Lawrie Angus has taught English and Social Studies at C.B.C. for the past

six years and his,own secondary education was at a Christian Brothers' school.

He 'has thus accumulated an intimate knowledge of Catholic education, the

Christian brothers' Order,' and of C.B.C..

.411,

6
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Peter Watkins, fomerly a teacher in state secondary schools, is a lecturer
,

in Educational Administeation at Deakin University. At the time of the pi.oject

he was just completing his_thesis for the doctorate of Philosophy. His research,

an ethnography of work expkrience students and their employers, derived from

theories of' cultural production and reprOduction -and focussed upon the part

played by work experience programmes in, preparing young people for the

transition from school to the workforce, Thig background provided him with

valuable experiepce and expertise with which to investigate the crucial linkages

between C.B:C. and the Newburyport community.

The combined resources of the research team, then provided a formidable

combination of theoretical underpinning, practical research expertise, and inside

knowledge of the research sitp.

Methodology

a) The Ethnographic Focus

Catholic education in Australia is at present characterised by multiple and

somewhat c9ntested goals (14aetz, 1974, 19E)2; Leavy, 19g0), involves personnel

from a variety of backgrAds 4CECV, 1978), has undergone considerable change

in recent years, especially since the second Vatican 4:ouncil (Gill, 1972; Britt,

1975; Selleck, 1978; Praetz, 1980), and is subject to various pressures for still
0

further change (Prae'tz, 1982). C.B.C., Newburyport, has not been chosen as

representative or typical 6atholic school but simply as a particular site in which,

nevertheless, all of the above issues are being played out dn a way that

contributes to-its cultural uniqueness.

The Deakin research team believes, with Ogbu, that:
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An adequate ethnography of schooling cannot be confined to studyingevents in school Classrooms, the home, or playground. One, nutt also studyrelevant society and bistorical forces (Ogbu, 1981: al5).

But one must also do the best one can with limited resources. Therefore, whIle

conscious of issues,such as, for example, the public fundii% of private religious
schools and the bureaucratisation of Catholic education, these remained

tial to the main thrust of ihe project which was to construct a defensible
account, info ed by various underlying theoretical, preroises, of the dynamics of
C.B.C. and of th values, assumptions and beliefs, negotiations and contra-
dictions which make up its opdation and organisation. Wherever possible, the

historical derivatives of and influences upon any sckt of beliefs that is to say,
.the received history which sometimes amounts tofolklore by which individuals

explairror justify their actions were examined by following up the perspectives
of informaas.

A fUrther limitation to the C.B.C. project was that not 'even all of those

directly associated with the school, much less those who are part of its wisider
social and cultural linkages, could be investigated. The.decision was made to
focus attention upon the administrators and staff of C.B.C. some oF whom were

"shadowefor varying periods ot time, most of whom took part in lengthy open-i

ended interviews, and all of whom were observed in a variety of settings and

took pprt in informal conversations. Less comprehensive data from gtupils was

gathered by classroom oliservation and fromgdiscussions with groups of students.
Limited data from parents derived from conversaVions and from observation of
activities organised by the school's parent associations. Just being present in

44'Newburyport for even a limited period of time gave the r searchers some insight

into general community attitudds towards C.B.C., pilincipal 'educator df
Catholic boys in the region.
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analysis provided a further source of. information. The

voluminous_tide of documents, made accessible without reservation by Brother

Cameron, included his own correspondence, memos, internal re`Ports,, school

records, daily bulletins, year books, inforMation compiled foN, the central

Catholic Education Office, the, Christian Brothers' journal and Fist-apical and

relpious documents including the "Constitution and Statutes" of the Order.

° Limited though the datit from sources other than C.B.C. si'aff sand 'the

documents were, they were essential j. providing important triangttlation (Smiih,t)

1979; Denzin, 1970) to enable some measure of validation of staff perspectives.

In thislcontext, the variety of ethnographic techniques employed in the research

allowed fUrther triangulation as the team members monitored the degree of

convergence of data elicited by various means.

7

The reaarch was, in a sense, a combination of long term particip

observation and "blitzkrieg" ethnography with attempts being made to avoid

the "mutations" that Rist (1980) associates with the la4e. Certainly, the

C.B.C. study is a departure frofn the traditional model of a lone ethnographer

at a single site for an extended time !mit both Bates and Smith have previously

been associated with team ethnographies (Bates et-al., 1981; *Smith et al., .1981).

Such an approach capitalises upon the multiple perspeatives and varied

experience and knowledge which is tkyond the scope of an isolated researcher.

The time constrainaowever, was a serious one which forced the narowed focus

that was mentioned above.
.f

The shortest continuous time on site, six weeks only, was spent by Lou

Smith.' During that time, however, he lived in Newburyport and was a full time

researcher at C.B.C. conducting interviews, shadowing 'the principal around

6
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t.B.C. and to meetings in lly capiial cat as well *as to a school camp and on

business torays within the Newburyport district, observing teachers in class,
a

roaming the. playgound, hanging around the staff coffee/lunch/meeting room and
a

ptalking and listening to teachers, attending religious activities, and ,joining in

(usually with his wife, Marilyn) staff social functions and activities of the C.B.C.

parent associations. He thus rapidly accumulated many hours on site. This is

intensive fieldwork in the true sense 9f the term and cannot be sustained for a

long periotl. Even so, Smith, whose inforrnal criterion for determining when to

withdraw from a site is that "when you get so that each day you are areund you

*are not really learning anything then you know that you haveAkist about

got the subject covered", felt, pear the end. of his six weeks at Ct.C.i. "My

problem is that everyday I am here I.am learning there is always.\something

that someone shoves in my face and says, 'you would be (interested in this'."
-

(The comment, incid)ntally, indicates the extent of the co-operation

researcliers received from C.13.C. personnel).
6

e

Lawrie Angus had been a resident of Newburyport for almost four years-
and was in his sixth -year as a teacher at C.13:C..when Lou Smith arrived at the

site. For two and a half years he had been collecting ethnographic data at the

schoof"; a genuine participant as observer (Lutz & Iaanaccone, 1969). Hiss

membership of the research team was particularly useful because of his

accumulated intimate knowledge of C.13.C. and established relationships wtth

teachers and pupils. 1).e4e enabled him.to ease the induction of the other team

members into the site and to ,combat initial staff and pupil fears that the
L

researchers would be co-opted by the headmaster. Angus and Smith worked

together( closely for much. of Smith's time in Newburyport, with Angus often

playing "Doc" to Smith's "Whyte" (Whyte, 1955). His access to all levels of

school membership provided opportunities NI* Angus' to set up conversations with

a
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groups df teachers and pupils for Smith to record. 'In a seriescrrong taped

conversations, Smith ando Angus discussed the history of C.B.C. and of Catholic

education in Australia, and issues that were developing as concerns for C.B.C.

administrators,, staff, parents and pupils. These disdussions proved useful, for

conceptualising emerging groundA theories (Glaser & Straus, 1967; Smith 1976)

and relating them to the substantive theoretical perspectives which informed the

research. While Smith based himself in the staff cofee/lundh room, Angus spent

part of each day in on'e of the two staff work rooms. This, of course, did not

overcome some inevitable sampling of C.B.C. personnel since, different teachers ;

frequent diff,erent areas during their honnteaching time,.

Due to a combination of unavoidable circumstances, -Richard Bates was

unable to spend as much time on site as 'he had anticipated. During the most
.

intensive phase of data collection, the six weeks which Swith spent at C.B.C.,

Bates travelled to Nenburyport for,an everage of three days a week on campus.

Prior to that time he had 'secured some -funding for the pro'ect and hadJ

negotiated access to C.B.C. with Brother Cameron and his staff. is involved
-e-

a series of telephone calls and meetings wieh brother Cameron and attendance

at meetings of C.B.C..staff. Like Baps, Peter Watkins' time on site was,

limited. He, too`, averaged three-days per week in Newburyport during Smith's

stay. Hit previous experience as a classroom feacher, year 12 co-ordinator,

school timetabler°and acting principal in public schools gave him an easy entry

into life at CTB.C.

\ 4:1;

b) Team Organisation

After a suctossion of long distance discussions amongst the rese chers;

visits to C.B.C., occasional meetings between Bates and Angus ,when Angus

travelled to Deakin from Newburyport, 'and more frequent diseussiont between

1
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Bates and iiatkins due to their location at Deakin, the first full team meeting

ilig* .
was held at a restaurant in Ne yport on the day of, Smith's 'arrival there.

During the next <six weeks, team meetings were *Id at least bi-weekly and,

after ,Lou ith's return to the United States, the other three members held
110"

joint session at which 'data and tentative interpretations were reviewed.

At the e y meetings, a division of labour, at least in regard to interview
(;)

schedules, was negotiated according to the backgrounds and interests of the

researchers. Lou Smith, for instance, whose preferred technique is to hang

around and waitVor things to happen, conducted fewer tape-recorded interviews

. than the others. He was, however, intrigued from the.first meeting by Brother

Cameron and arranged a, Series of tape-recorded interviews and informal

conversations with him as well as shadowing him for several days. He

interviewed several other teachers-with whom he had fortuitously struck up

informal conversations in the staff coffee/lunch room and whom he sensed would

be useful informants.

In arranging interview schedules, it was degided that Laweie Angus, t

because of his long-term connections with the Christian Brothe should

concentrate upan the religious community at C.B.C. "He tape-recorded ngthy

interviews with all of the brothers at,C.B.C. except for Brother Cameron, Mr

'.-had been"allocateci" to Lou Smith. *Of course, the "dlsion of labour" was not

absolute eV Angus often srke with_Brother Cameron just as the othermembers

spoke with all of the other brothers and lay teachers. In most cases, however,

Pariicular staff members' were assigned to individual esearchers for tape-

reborded interviews the exceptions being several key informants who were

interviewed on separate occasions by two or three researchers.

1 2

a
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Richard Bates' interest in the complex challenge to the traditional values

represented by C.B.C. led him, in nebtiating intervier to concentrate upon

the growing presence of women teachers in an almost-all-male environment, the

large number of former pupils of C.B.C; who are now teachers there, and a long

serving lay -teacher as well as teachers new to the-schbol.',- Peter Watkins'
,

previous research involiiing careers education, work experience programmes and

transition education influenced him to investigate similar areas at C.B.C. and to

intervtew the teachers concerned with them. His background as a geography

teacher and timetabler placed him in good stead to interview othe-r staff

members.

.

During subsequent bi-weekly team meetings, all materials generated.,bY

each researcher -. field, notes, documents, transcripts of interviews (prepared

with amazing rapidity by an untiring research assistant) were shared with the
=.

other membets. The ensuing lengthy, and often lively, analysis of the data and

review of theoretical positions, as the team worked towards a composite and

intelligible account of the dynamics of C.B.C., forced all members to adopt a

critical perspective as theoretical bases were interrogated and the direction of

the research was contint4lly modified. Thus, triangulation was tightened not

only by accumulating data freir n ,Various sources and by a variety of means, but

also by negotiating the accounts of the several researche.rs.

ts

An innovation of Smith's, which proved useful for other members, was the

compilation of "Sunday the product 6f reflecting\each week-end

upon the previous week's, regfearch. The lesultan't clarification of each

researcher's own understanding of C.B.C. fostered the sharing at team

of ideas that were' necpssary in order to build group perspectives.

meetings
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The extensive collaboration amongst team members has resulted in a set -

of papers, each of which contains data and ideas that are the joint product of
Richard Bates, Lou Smith, Lawrie Angus and Peter 'Watkins. Nevertheless,

0 individual authors take .respOnsibility for specific perspectives taken in each'paper.

'1 4
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CHRISTIAN BROTHERS' COLLEGE. A VIEW FROM OVERSEAS

Louis'M. Smith

Washington University, St. Louis

Methods and Procedures

ost of our more detailed methodological comments appear in the

Appebdix of our general report (Bates et al 1982). Here I mix a few of

my general beliefs arnd procedures whiciltfocused some of the efforts.

Before arriving, in Australia I developed a two page statement of

what I thought we would be about. This is consistent with our earlier '9

projects and practices and Malinowski's (1922) oft -cited concept of

foreshadowed problems. It reflects the historian Hexters (1971) concept

of "the other record". It provides a gyfoscopiC function when one is

overwhelmed with the complexity of particihrs while in the middle of the

project, i.e. "What am I doing here anyway?"

The total time allocated for the project was 6 weeks, a much too

short an interval. In effect I was trying out an extension 'of a comment

by Jacquie Hill (1977) and the CSSE project (Stake & Easley, 1977) - is ,

it personaI4 possible, can I do a short term ethnography?

0

The'resources were broader than a personal effort; we had a unique

combination of four people. Richard Bates h?:1 initiated the project, and

brought a theoretical p&spective from the new sociology, neo Marxism

17
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and critical theory. taurie Angus has taught eocial studies and English in
the school; currently is half time on the school faculty. He was educated
in a Brothers),\School in South Australia./ Peter Watkins has taught a
number of' years in a State Secondary Sch d ol, been intensively involved in

i
such administrative tasks as timetabling, and is married to a Catholic:

The major methods of generating data remained similar to ones we
had used before:

Direct observations of ongoing events
Open ended interviews with participants
Document collection
Inside/outside relationship

Such an approach allows one to synthesize many of the major dichotomies
in perspective within social science - historical vs contemporaneoas,
internal/phenomenological vs external/behavioural, structural vs proces-
sual, experience-near vs experience-distant concepts, focal vs contextuaj
event's.

"Sunday summaries" labels an activity which proved very helpful/
for me. -Each week-end I'd ask myself what have I learned about C.B.C.
this week. These seemed a blend of important stories, interpretive asides,
and central conceptualizations. They provided guidance on what had been
done and gave leads on what needed to be do6e. Research staff meetings
each week kept building mutual understandings, kept fostering data
sharing and idea trading.

It seems appropriate to comment that' I spent a full period and
sometimes two or more periods observing in classes of about 1/5th of the
faculty, had intensive pest

interviews.with most of these, conversations of

18
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varied length with most of the rest of the faculty, and had brief

introductions to a number of dthersi at different times. The research

team interviewed almost 2/3rd's of the fadulty. I also spent nearly two

full ,days "shadowing"
the headmaster; . one of these dasys was mostly

internal to the school; the second was mostly external, 'id meetings with

Headmasters of Catholic Independent Schools and with Headmasters and

,

Headmistresses.of Independent Schools throughout the State:

The variety of documents we had access to seamed like a tidal

weve. In comments to several staff I indicated a strategy from home

which we call "inundating visitors with paper". When used as a strategy,

this has all kinds of Junctions and dysfunctions. This time we found

ourselves swimming
desperately to keep from drowning.

The "results"pf our research come together in a final lepdrt. In

most of our efforts weJhave accented the careful telling of veridical

vignettes, stories and narratives, items that tend to be less interpretive

and about which considerable _agreement among participant is possible.,

The actors should agree, "Yes, that's essentially what happened" or "Yes,

that's what I said or he said". In addition, we have moved toward more

.

generalizable meanings, ideas and interpretations.
Sometimes these are

reasonably close to the participants' world, fipd often in their own words;

other times they are more distant and out df the world of the theorist -

T

be he or she behaviourist, structural-functionalist,symbolic
interactionist

or radical critib.'

A
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IFna es and Inter etations: the Reli ous Ethos

As a non-Catholic and only casual visitor to parochial schools in

America, I was overwhelmed by the religious ambience of the school. The

prayers fat the beginning of most classes, the religious statues, pictures

and symbols, anW the formal(religious classes seemed everywhere. , The

'Brothtrs, their conrunity, their participation in all parts qf the

curriculum and ip all kinds of activities provided a pres4ce throughout

the school. Visits by local priests and priests ii-om elsewhere in Australia

and around the orld extended that feeling of omnipresence.

The ihipadt of this on ihe boys seems quite variable. On the

negatiye side two clursters of ObservatiOns are termi;ne. At times the

participation in activities such as the before class prayers seemed

perfunctory with Mile involvement and meaning. Second, some of

the comments of the boys, ';:ind usually the older ones, in various informal

conversations carried the flüor of "I go to Plass because my mum makes

me". .0n the positive side, the involvement of the primpry boys in the

Reconciliation experience, the close participation of the parents, and the

preparation by these teachers seemed as vital and meaningful as any
9religious ceremony could be.

Images and Interpretations: Faculty Heterogenity

The single stereotype I brought with me pictured C.R.C. as an

homogeneous faculty composed primarily of teaching Brothers. The

reality accents a mix of homogoneity and heterogeneity - for example,

most (but not all) of the faculty are Catholic,. But only about 2096 are

Brothers. It is a Brothers' 'School, but in a fundamental sense it is not.

2

t,
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a

I was also surprised at the international flavor of the faculty which seems

to bring major and important alternative perspectives on the nature of

edacation. Again the group of old boys from C.B.C. and other Brother&

Schools bring a mix of attitudes to theireurrent role of teachers. As lay

teachers some hope to change and "improve" upon the education offered

by Brothers' Schools in earlier years.

, Diversity in Classroom Organization

A nuMber of items require comment here, but time permits a mere

introduction. First, I was struck by the, diversity of pedtkogical styles.

1Vhile text books of multiple sorts wer.e quite prevalent with their

correlated assign/study/recite procedures, other forms appeared across a;

%Meet areas and grade levels. Informal discussions (e.g. cument events,

religion), project methods (in social st4 udies),laboratory experiments and

dem onstrations (in cience) and problems (also in science) appeared. As

the variation in those methods implies the sources of ideas and lista came

from texts, varied printed materials (literary critics' statements, other

manuals and references etc.), student generated data (from persopal

experience, interviews and ork experience, and varied experiences of

the teacqrs. This breadth seems an important part of the intellectual

life of the* school.

Class size was quite variable. Some classes as small as 7 or 8 in

advanced courses. Others asiarge as 37 or 38 in the primary and early

years of secondary (7'5 & 8's). Almost every Brother talked of earlier

years and other schools where they taught, groups of 80 or 90. Keep the

youngsters."writing, writing, writing" was the technique voiced by one;

corporal punishment was echoed by another. But that was of another era.

,
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14

Discipline, in most classes, was no problem. "The kids are a piece

of cake" were the words of one experienced staff member who had taught

in a number of schIsols. Most teachers are well in charge, again with

varied styles. The punitiveness sometimes alleged to be a part of

Brdthcrs' Schools was not here. The biggest problems lay with teachers

new to this school and particularly those new to the profession. Beginning

rachers here as elsewhere (and with every profession) have problems

learning the mix of craft and professiOnal skills required to sustain their

activities.

The nature of knowledge taught and learned in the school seemed

to have considerable variety also. In some classes it seemed quite

technical. In a literature class the critics had these contrasting things to

say about Mac Beth or Hueklebury Finn. Or in science the formula for this

electrical.process or that chemical process is tks and that. Or in P.E.,

football kicks are categoized7in Iliree ways (torpedo, drop-punt end drop-

., kick) and field'hockey has several kinds of passes and stick movements.

Problem skills, lab skills, sport skills are linked with such knowledges. In

other classes, and acrqm.different subjeg's and grade levels, the

knowledge seems more common sense and part of the folk lore of living

in Australia (its climate, flora and fauna) in the Australian sport culture

tennis at Wimbledon and soccer in IViadrid) and living as a Catholic

t(biblical stories and phrases "doubting Thomas").. And in some instances,

a mix occurred of the technical with the quite personiras in humah

relations/sex education.classes where discussion and talk included love,

affection, sperm, ova, fertilization, embryo's, uteruses, penises, erections,

and wqt dreams.
22

Influence such as the nature and importance of HSC exams seems

to be very important the upper grades. The currigulum in some classes
C.

`v.
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seems to be almost isomorphic with the demands of HSC. Setne staff

seemed pleased with this, others feel constrained. Most staff see parents

and4students highly concerned and demanding careful preparation for the

exams.

One of my summary impressions is that each teacher takes

considerable personal and professional responsibility for deciding what and

how he or she will teach. Many staff seem to like and prefer minimal

guidelines. Others seem to want more corarnon views of scope and

sequence of curriculum. In recent years efforts occurred in

literature to put order intb which novel or plays ould be taught in which'

years. C.B.C.'s intellectual identity seems to have grown more yke
4

"Totosy" than by plenned consensus building.

Christian Brothers College as an Organization

But teachers and classrooms reside in larger units and contexts.

C.B.C. does have an organizational structure that .presents a. set of

"givens", opportunities that are open and constraints that limit. This

social reality is usually defined outside the give and take individual

tachers have with their students. Some of our observations and,

conversations indicate that this organizational level is important generally

in-schooling and that, C.B.C. has some interestingly different aspects from

other schools we have studied. While the school has an identity, it, too,

is part of several larger or broader contextso,vI provide a new level of

"givens". These social realities, in turn are contestedi, negotiated, or

enacted by another set of actors, one step. further removed from the

teacher and the pupils. Often a rincip4 or headmaster "represents" his

school in the discussions and debates which frequently accompany this
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definition of the reality, the rulbs of the game, or the new givens. C.B.C.

as a Catholic SchOot as a Christian Brothers' School, and 'as an

Independent School s some fascinating aspects to it as a case study.

One obvious fact. about C.B.t. is that it is not the only school in

Newburytport. More than that, it'has some special characteristics: it is

a Catholic sch&I; it is a Brothers' School; it is a boys' school; it is a

primary school (Year 3 to Year 6) and a secondary school (Years 7 12).

C.B.C.'s% place in primary education 41as several key elements.

First, it is the only independent Catholic primary school. Newburyport

has,12 parishes, each with a co-educational primary school. In a sense,
-

from C.B.C.'s perspective, each of these schools is a feeder school to

C.B.C. Parents may elect to send their youngsters at anegrade or year

level 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7. The main entry points are at Years 3 and 7, the
0.

latter being the traditional secondary school entrance time: Controversy

existover the C.B.C. Prim8j, school, mostly because it removes some 35

boys in years 3 & 4 and 70 boys in Years 5 & 6 from the Parish Schools.

An investigatory committee .has been set up by the Catholic Education

Office. Although the imbalance in boys and girls is the manifest reason,

latently, part of the agenda is "the numbe s" in Parish Schools. The

numbers determine, in part, financial allocations from natioltal and state

governments. In addition, some people feel thal Vie independent school

upsets the intimate relationships among home, churoh,:and primary schoca...

within the parish. :

In addition Newburyport has a large number of state schools

(comparable in most regards to American public schools). A quick survey

24
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suggests there are 50 of them in the two education districts serving the

community. In addition to the dozen Catholic schools there are fifteen

private schrnols.
. I.

At this point in time (in this preliminary report) our data is not

m as to wha goes to which gchools. Such data dre critical for a series

of ypotheses on the general role of schooling in society and the specific

role of C.B.C. in the city of Newburyport and in Australia-morp generally.

. The Organizational Context of C.B.C.

One factor that qutckly became obvious was the importance of

other groups °and systems which have a bearing on C.B..C. as ah

organization. C.B.C.'s structures and firocesses grow out of, are

influenced by, and are dependent upon this context. Our most vivid data

developed in a day spent with the Headmaster dtri two meetings:
)

1) a meeting of the headmasters of the Catholic Independent Schools

in the state.

2) A/combined meeting of the Headmasters and Headmistresses.of all

the Independent Schools in the state.

The issues under discussion clearly indicate the political activities and
.,

efforts of the groups to influence other groups that have some authority

over Independent schodls such as C.B.0 In the first meeting discussions
....

related to influende in the Archbis op's office and policies regarding

enrolment and termination of students and hiring and firing of teachers.
et

At the present titne the Headmasters have considerable power. Tenure

25
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rules exist within the State schools but not in the Catholic Inapendent

Schools. Moves are underwa50 to rationalise many of the differences.
n

Some Brothers see this as part of a larger bureaucratizalion of

independent schools. At the seoond meeting the issues included a small
-itve, in the scheduling of HSC exams. The Chairman said, "We.:lost that

one" to the nivèrsities mho wanted and got an earlier date in the term

than "the headmasters wanted. A larger issue concerned tiq' multiple and

conflicting Itessages from three different government departments con-,
cerning Asian students seeking places in Australian Independent Schools.

Some schools _were be'ing deluged'with applicants. This year alone some

6000 students from Kauala Lanpur and 2000 from Hong Kong were*.
,4

seeking places. Even more critical was an issue in the background on the

policies of the major political parties on the funding or termination of

funding of the independent schools.

-
There are, therefore, multiple agencies and groups influencing the

organizational structure of C.B.C. We cluster them nto five groups: the
-

larger Christian Brothers' Community,- Multiple Unit of the oChurch,

Multiple Nit of State and Federal'Government, other Educational Groups

and General community factors. The analysis of these intrIcate

relationships is.only begun. 410

The Position and Role of fhe HeadMaster

A few short2senterces capture with diffipity..the Headmaster and
:-his perspective. He reminds me of Superintendent George.in one of our

earlier studies. He sees himself.as a rdolist. He's firlly conservative,

believes he's right and is proud of the stance and the baefits it has

o")
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brought to the cchool. From his point of view he tries to "conserve and

preserve, but move ahead" and mediate among such influences as

Provincial, the parents and the staff. He links this with the BrotherSC

historical mission of improving, through education, the social and

A

economic position of Cat boys in Australian society. They need basic

education in lit j. ancr numerac need simple social skills and

attitudes in courtesy, politeness, promptne obedience, and respon-
.

sibility. They need experiences essential to their ovement into various

levels of the economic system of Newburyport specs cally and Australia
s

more generally. The business _metaphor runs through his thinking about

school organization and school,pbrposes.

Educationally, he's concerned about the range of ability and

interests in the population of boys who make up the school's enrollment.

The large majority will move through three major channels - some to

University, some into local white collar jobs in banks, offices, and shops

and some into trades. The school curriculum must serve this range. HSG -

courses are offered even with small enrolments some years. New

programs - transition class and careers are supported which facilitate

groups with other interests and abilities.

Administratively, he sees himself as a practical man of action. A

doer, mover, and stirper, a,person who gets things done. A maker of

trouble for those who prefer to sit on their back-sides. In my experience,

conflict is often # 'Consequence of such an orientation.

His plans for the school, in his eyes, have been conditioned by the

situation at the school when he arrived three years ago. This sets the

priorities for him. He feels he's well into the agenda. The deficit has
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been erased. Roofs have been repaired. Buildings and grounds are under

constant surveillande and the appearance of the school has improved from

the minor litter on Jthe grounds to the general maintenance of the

classrooms, gardens and ovals. He works hard.at this with Istaff directly

involved. The solvency of the school means that plans to refurbish the

old hall are underway. The Provincial has approved plans for the' $200,000

task. A bank loan for $50,000 of the total Id been secured. That seems

a remarkable achievement in less than three years. Like most such

achievements it has had its costs.

Approval for an additional stream of youngsters at Year 7 (Form

1) has been given. This'meets the growing parental pressure for increased

secondary enrolments. It lays the base for later building of a three storey

addition for additional science rooms, for expanded library space, and for

a common room for senior boys. The final phase of his Plans called for

a combination gymnasium/auditorium building, but that is sjme years

away.

To be correlated with these next phases a building and enrolment

were general initiatives in curriculum Sand instruction. In the eyes of

some oF the faculty, but not all, these problems are seen as much more

serious and pressing, and ones that should have taken precedence over

some of the building issues. For this group, concerns exist as to the new

headmaster and whether he'll be a "curriculum" man and whether he'll be

more responsive to the educational issues of the faculty. Little clarity

exists in the minds of most of the faculty as to how the Provincial and

his council of consultors makes such a decision. ,At this point we are back

to our prior discussions of "context", "nested systems', and "givens" as

social reality.

28
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Some The-4:4;)tical Sketches

One of the most frustrating parts of such a short term case study

as this one concerns the intellectual or theoretical agenda. Several large

domains of current educational thought had been caught in such labels as

cultural reproduction and deprivatization which were in the early research

team discussions. Coming to some clarity on such ideas and how they aid

in understanding issues in schooling had been a major hope of mine.

Before leaving St. Louis, I began reading Wakefield's book on the Erfglish

Public School and thinking through some of the items presented in Simon

Raven's Alms for Oblivion:a ten movel series of. the lives of upper middle

and upperclass Englishmen who came of age after World War II. The

public school experiences flowed throughout the ten books. At a "coinrhon

sense level" this see'rned like a place to begin unpacking the term
0

"cultural reproduction". Later I would move on to the mdre recent

technical accounts (eg. Bourdieu and Passeron 1977, Giroux 1981). Then

my hope was tb try the ideas out on the kinds of data and stories we had

developed at C.B.C. Then, if necessary, we could go back to C.B.C. for

further data to clarify the actual matters still in, dispute. Finally, the

ideas could be integrated into our evolving general point of view.

A second set of theoretical issues germane to C.B.C. and education

in Australia has been called "deprivatization" by Erickson and Nault

(1980). I had been reading their work for other reasons and found in

initial discussion with Richard Bates that federal and state funding of

private independent schools, Including. Catholic schools begun in the last

decade in Australia and is an important political/educational issue.

C.,B.C. seemed a place to continue think' through the issues.
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What should have also been obvious before, but I made no note of

it in my prior. notes, was the possibility of integrating the deprivatization

issues witp Etzioni's (1968) more general theory of organizations. He

builds a typology of organizations around the categories of "normative",

"remunerative" and "co-ercive' and he argues that these major structural

differences have impact through all other aspects of the organization.

Historically C.B.C. has been a normative organization, governtnent monies

seem to be making it a remunerative organization. In a sense our cEi'se

study could become a beautiful instance for critizing, clarifying, and

developing this set of ideas. Presumably also thiS could make a major

contribution toward examining, if not synthesizing into traditional

organizational literature, concepts such as cultural reproduction, which we

have already mentioned. Similarly,--the movement of youngsters through

the school and into jobs and the economic world, which is essentially a

remuneration system, to stay with Etzioni, should illuminate other recent

theoretical positions such as correspondence theory. All this is the kind

of-large intellectual agenda which is the forte of ethnographic case study

research (Glaser &IStrauss 1967). But that's an agenda for the future.
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Such references to the founder occur often in the interviews with the

brothers. Yet some amongst them wonder whether the original mission of

Edmund Rice is now being pursued as rigorously as it should be. The)

speculate about ways in which the founder's mission of assisting the, needy

through' education could be more appropriately applied. Brother Sterling,

indeed, wonders whether the current apostolate has diverged from the

founder's intention in that "needy" boys should be a more conspicuous

target of the Brothers' educational enterprise:

"1 ;mould wonder. . .if Edmund Rice came to Melbourne,
where would he go? . . .he went to the slums outside
Waterford. What we ought to be doing is heading tOwards
the housing commission estates".

a
This opinion does not indicate that Brother Sterling disapproves of the

Brothers' work to date - merely that he sees a need for change now that

one task has been completed.

Question: Brothers. . .seem to think that they have done a good job
in the arca of educating the working class Catholic and
kind of raising the social standing of Catholics in the
community. Would you agree with,that?

Br. Sterling: Yese but we have not taken the next move.

Question: Which is?

Br. Sterling: The next move is having in a certain area lifted a
certain class to a certain level - do we stay with
that upper level or do we head to a place like
Broadmeadows and do the same trick over again?

In the one cryptic comment, Brother Sterling sums up his view that the

Brothers' mission has been diverted from what it once was and also
3

indicates the nature of his own Mot4vation to commit his life to a

teaching vocation:

". . .1 didn't enjoy teaching rich people otherwise 1 would
have joined the Jesuits".

3 2
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Interestingly, Br. Sterling has another reason for preferring that the

Brothers withdraw from many of their established schools like C.B.C. and

concentrate their resources.in areas of underprivilege. He, with most of

his colleagues, feels that one reason for the massive decline in entrants

to the order, to the point where the Novitiate is virtually empty, lies in

the excessive materialisT of middle class society. Prpduets of the

economically underprivileged suburbs of metropolis may, he lieves,

provide a richer harvest of vocations to ensure the continuation of the

Brothers' work.

Of course, the laek of vocations to the Brothers since about 1960 and

the many defections from the

of personnel which is forcing

brothers. It is not much of

order since that time have created a crisis

a reappraisal of the role of the remaining

an oversimplification to suggest that the

brothers at C.B.C. are split fairly evenly into two groups. One would

prefer the Brothers to withdraw from many of their schools into a small

number of schools staffed mainly by brothers. The other believes that

substafftial change within the brothers' order and their schools is essential

if the Brothers are to preserve any mission whatsoever. Indications are

that, in the broad scheme of things, the latter group is now in the

atcendency within the order. Brother Dowsett is encouraged by the

decision of the Council of a neighbouring Province (state) to- allow a small

team of brothers to condu4 emergency social work in the depressed areas

of the capital city. He foresees that such a postulate will be attractive.

to a number of younger brothers, including himself. The headmaster of

C.B.G. Brother Cameron, takes pride in the missions"That the Brbthers

have established outside Austcalia. in Fiji and NeIN Guinea, and foresees

the possibility of the Christian Brothers "lifting the, people in those

countries the way we have done here". Brother Gil O'Hara takes heart

fr\prn the appointment, in another Province, of a lay deputy principal for
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one of the Brothers' prestigious schools and sees this as indicating an end
°

to the Brothers maintaining minority control in their schools. Many of his

colleagues agree with him that lay teachers, provided they are committed
-

Catholics, provide the only hope for the continuation of their schools even

though they will inevitably become very different places. Gil is annoyed

by those brothers who will not accept the need for such change:

Question: How does [a majority of lay teachers] change what the
Brothers will do?

Br. O'Hara: Some have accepted this fairly well and others have
found it difficult to take. Those who find it very
hard to take, I think, are very unrealistic in the
times that we live - and I think they are also
unrealistic looking back. . .They think of the "good
old days", which really gets me up the wall because

. they never existed and I can't see why they can't
see they didn't exist. I know what they mean but
there were never any good old days. Good old days
of teaching 72 kids all day!

Yet some brothers iteally do look back fondly to days of heavy work

loads and huge classes. At least, then, they were teaching in schools that

could be literally called "Brothers' schools":

Br. Bourke: I started teaching in 1932 and until...1961 I had not
taught in any school in which there had been more
than one lay teacher. That was 'from '31 to '61!

In those days each brother 'taught his own class for most of the school day

and many received great satisfaction from the ongoing contact With pupils

that, in spite of large classes and,rigid discipline, sucharrangement

facilitated:

Br. Graham: Those kids were [a brother's] family, and they are his
job, they are his recreation, they are everything.
And that is why, whether they like it or not, they
are going to get taught!

3 4
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For these bPothers, and others, the traditional educational enterprise

of the Christian Brothers was part of their golden era. They recalidays

of large classes, heavy workloads and 'extra-curricular duties with

satisfaction. Those were days of certainty for the order, and of a

determined unity of purpose. Stron discipline and sound Irish CifTholic

values werel-ficulcated into generations of Australian Catholic boys as

they were instructed for examination success and upward social mobility.

Bute_ crisis of nurers in the order, an influx of lay teachers and a

changing world has shattered the certainty that once characterised the

mission of the Christian Brothers.

Ji

C.B.C. Newburyport: A Brothers' School

The Christian Brothers have had a long association with the

provincial city of Newburyport which dates back to the turn of the

century. It was once the site of the Brothers' novitiate and they have

operated a boys' home there since 1903. C.B.C. was founded in 1935 to

provide a complete sevondary education for Catholic boys of the city,

some of wtiom had previously completed their secondary education at

local non-Catholic schools or had attended metropolitan Catholic boarding

schools. Like Brother& schools everywhere at that time, C.B.C. quickly

established a reputation for firm discipline and sound results in public

examinations.

Cameron Pont, himself a Christian Brother for over twenty years,

and now fifteen years a lay teacher at C.B.C., is pleased about aspects

of the Deputation C.B.C. has gained:-)

35
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Question: (Catholic traditions at C.B.C.] go back a long way do
they?

Cameron Pont: Yes. I think they would go a very long way. I
think that C.B.C. was e ished in 1935 and
academic tradition has began to be established even
in those first years and people were proud of the
fact, . .The Newburyport. (Catholic] community was
keen to have Catholic people in situations in the
town - in influential situations in the town.

According to Brother Bourke, who as a young religious was part of

the founding of C.B.C., Newburyport Catholics have been IfctremeAT loyal

' to the school:

"The Brothers have been in Newburyport for a long.time
and there are a tremendous number of old families, old
Catholic families, and that is what they grew up as. And
they went to e Brothers' school and that was the only
school they ev thought of".

The image of C.B.C. that parer are perceived to support was establishen

in those days when the 'school as staffed almost entirely by brothers.

Although Only twenty percent of the teaching staff are now brothers,

C.B.C, is still considered to be a "Brothers' school". Brother Graham

explains his understanding> of that phrase:

"I would understand [a Brothers' school], as in these days,
as a school that is being run according to the traditions of
the Christian Brothers. That school is being run by the
brothers and by like-minded lay teachers - and that word
"like-minded" is very significant... We have traditionally
been regarded at our schools as being authoritarian. . .1
would be a little disappointed, if sorhe people didn't regard
our school systeeas authoritarian - because in my.tmind
that would mean a lack of discipline".

The like-minded lay teachers -whom Brother Graham would like tio see

maintain the traditions of C.B.C. might be in short supply. In fact, the

data indicates that most of the lay teachers have, at best, an ambivalent

view of the Brothers' traditiona,'especially those related to rigid physical

3 6
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disciplind and narrowly defined curridulum, and only partly share their

once stable valuetystem. Moreover, a shift from many of.,the traditional

valuys on the part of a numnber of the brothers is indicated by the data.

Th ift has implications for the future of the Brothers' educational

mission.

Some brothers also emphasise_ traditional elements of discipline, solid

work, religious observances and examination success which contribute to,

N C.B.C.'s image. The crucial element in this image,-of course, is the

presence of the brothers, As Brother Cameron explains:

/-
". . .[The parents] want at least al brothers' presence.
Whether it achieves what they think it achieves is yet
another thing".

Ite also believes:

f"Parents would p in arms if they lost the brothers....
hParents don't very high ideas of lay teachers".

Whether or not the parents or Brother Cameron like it, however, the

brotherpresence at C.B.C., tiaving already declined substantially, will

continue to decline in future years. What presence will remain is likely

to be, an aging one and this, too, will continue to alter the Brothers'

image:

Brother Dowsett: .the image of the Christian Brother is

someone, who is relatively.old and I thought
they need somebody nog here just to show
them (pupils) that it is let all that situation -
although obviously we are getting older and I
think we would be one of the oldest com-
munities.
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The image projected tiy the Newburyport community causes much concern
/

to Brother Dowsett. At thirty-three years of age, by far, its youngest

member, he is aware that many brothers, particularly of his age group,

would be reluctant to join the aged C.B.C. community:

"ft has got a bit of a reputation...I think there would be
a lot of brothers that wouldn't like to come here given th
present community, or the community as it has been the
last few years. A lot of them see it as a fairly static kind
of place and not much room for initiative and that sort of
thing".

Brother Ian Dowsett is one of the brothers who feels that their

educational mission requirq a reassessment of priorities:

.1 ."I sort of see the tradition of the brothers to basically be
able tc: provide some sort of help and support, particularly
in education, for those who ar,e needy.... I think our work
in the school here, one of our fundamental concerns, has
got to be those kids who are in some sort of special need" *

This consideration is the basis of the call by some brothers at C.B.C. for

a reassessment of 4aancial priorities to allow for the establishment of an

adequate remedial programme for secondary students with special

.t, l needs.

Brother gurke, Brother Graham and others resent somewhat that lay

tekchers are trained as subject specialists and that their majority numbers

at schools like C.B.C. have necessitated a school organisation which

precludes the traditional arrangement of each brother responsible for his

own class. This is an area of concern for these brothers for several

reasons. One is that they believe that standards of discipline have

declined because teachers now do not spend enough time with each class

to get to know them well and control them properly. Another is that hey

-
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Apar:-
believe that boys, are, no) longer sufficiently exposed to "Brothers'

influence". Understandably, brothers holding these attitudes-tend to have'

minimal contact with lay teachers. Perhaps it is by coincidence that the

group of brothers associated with these views are clustered together in

the. year 9 and 10 area of the school a fact which some other brothers

find disappointing and even embarrassing:

Br. Sterling: I was so shocked and staggered at the lack of
initiative around year 10 that I couldn't take it.

Question: Is that the area most dominated by brothers. . .?

Br. Sterling: That is why I jumped out because I found that I was
sp frustrated. Perhaps this would be people who did
net want to rock the boat - hence you do nothing....
And perhaps you mighty also find people that have
got such a narrow outlook on things and .they will
not discuss things.

Without doubt, the influence of lay teachers and the decreased and

aging _Membership of the Christian Brothers is gradualljr changing at.
4

C.B.C. and all Brothers' schools. The first lay teachers at C.B.C. were

in
14.

the' primary school, then several ex-brothers were recruited in the

secondary school. Gradually more lay teachers were needejlAas the

number of brothers dwindled and increased federal monies allowed

red;11-00 of class sizes. The lay teachert only partially share the value

system which was formerly perpetuated in the Brothers' training insti-

tutions. The: stability and predictability of the traditional Brothers'

school which won the allegiance of an earlier generation of Newbugport

Catholiets`has thus-become c'haracterised by a degree of uncertainty which

is yet "to be resolved.



CULTURAL REPI$DUCTION & THE LABOUR MARKET:

WORK-EXPER1ENCE AT C.B.C.

Introduction
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\.
While certain elements ', Catholicist may seem to be in a state

of ,flux one of-the striking characteristic8 of O.B.C. is the strength and
42 N

cohesiveness -of the school end, its clientele. There is an all but

unanimous consensus that the function of the school is to maintain and

reproduce a faithful Catholic presence in a hostile world. Thus there is

a whole ' status culture to be defended ''ConsiSting of cultural traits,

dispositions and conventions. The reproduction of this culture by C.B.C. '-

was seen as crucial to the strugfle forstatus and prestige in the socio-
.

cultural system of Newburyport. The complex interplay of iiidividual,

school, Catholic and work cultures within the .city is the topic of this

paper. The explanation of the interpretation of these cultures is
.

undertaken in terms of the theoretical perspectives. provided hy Bourdieu,

(1977), 'Bourdieu and Passeron (1977) and Co11ins'(1977, 1979),

Cultural Dispositions and Work.

4
In the Weberian sense the culture of status gropps reflect the

personal ties and common sense of being based on sr d views\of-the

world (Weber, 1968). In this respect this paper follows th example of

Collins (1977, 1979) in using the.--terms 'status group and class as

40
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interchangeable concepts. Each status group has individual cultural

predilictions and these peculiar traits and dispositions allow the grotip to

utilise scarce cultural resources.

Non cognitive skills, which these cultural traits largely form, have

lately been 'Seen to be significant in facilitating entry into the

r/orkforce. Recent studies of recruitment into the world of work have

emphasised the importance of these cultural attributes (Bowles & Gintis,

1976, 1981; Clegg & Dunkerly, 1980; Jencks, 979; Salaman, .1979;

l';:fa4iitins, 1980). For the entry into work organis ions is a point where

there is a cmcial iniersection between status group, school and labour

market which mediates -in the reproduction of that status. group.

At C.B.C. the family and school values of discipline, self control

and obedience find themselves in harmony with each other and with the

demands of the local employers.

This compatibility of family, school and work culture is inter-

nalised by both teachers and students. Indeed, students who sometimes

find the discipline hard to take rationalise that it will eventually give

them an advantage in entering e job market. Brother Earnest, for

example, suggested that the valu s of obedience and hard work were

associated with the brothers schools. Hard work,and discipline in turn

were related to the socio-economic advantage which he saw Christian

Brothers' schools as conferring upon their clients. This feeling was also
D

supported by Jim arn, the transition co-ordinator, who argued that

while youth une ployment in Newburyport was running at 2596 only two
N,

or three students from last years exit group at C.B.C. had not got jobs.
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The ,cultural traits of discipline and obedience stressed in Catholic

families and schools were thought to be major factors in C.B.C. students'

sUccessful entry into the labour market. As several personnel officers

had told Jim en visits during work-exparience:

" hey are prepared to take our kids because they believe
our kids are conditioned to a little bit of discipline; they
are used to uniform; they are used to getting their hair
cut; all these fairly bloody superficial reasons if you like,
if you really want to look at them. But our kid s. are'
getting jobs like that in preference to perhaps kids at the
tech. So the skills that the kids at the techs. have got
from form one don't seem relevant any more according to
Fords or Alcoa".

Salomon (1979), in a study of the recruitment procedures of Ford

points out that the selectors are looking for candidates who show an

ability to internalise the values and attitudes the company stresses.

Particularly they seek recruits who show a quality of self-control and

compatability with organiSation policy and culture. Thus the Ford

managers studied by &liftman stress:

"the importance of the candidate's knowledge of and
sympathy with, the values and beliefs current within the
organisation, and which lie behind organisational. events
and decisions. Their scrutiny of candidates i largely a
search for appropriate attitudes and self conception"
(Salaman, 1979: 193).

Thus the local attitude is closely in tune With overseas exper-

ience. For instance, with the inflation of academic credentials (Collins,

1979) it would appear that employers are increasingly relying on non-

cognitive credentials to allow them to screen perspective employees and

to choose recruits whose values and dispositions-are compatible to their

pwn. Consequently in Victoria educational entry requirements for

4 2
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apprenticeship are being scrapped as many employers saw the require-

ments as irrelevant (Age, 11/6/82: 14). In this respect the students of

C.B.C. seem to have an advantage over other students in Newburyport

by having a cultural background which is compatible to the requirements

of employers. But while they may avoid unemployment, the choices for

work experience would seem to indicate that many will end up with jobs

simila; to their fathers.

Work-experience in Victdria and C.B.C.

Cultural reproduction is not a statiF process but evolves histo-

rically through the dialectic interplay between the internal culture of

the status group and the external culture of so iety. In this section,

'then, the Ilistorical developmertt of work-exper ence in Victoria will be

discussed as the socio-historical context for the introduction of work

experience at C.B.C.

In Victoria in 1970 there were nine schools engaging in work-

experience programmes of some kind. However b*1974, 84 schools in

Victoria had implemented work-experience programmes (Cole, 1979: 33).

In-1974, the Education (Work-Experience) Act was passed legalising and

formalising the programmes. Such official encouragement, coupled with

increasingly poor economic and employment opportunities, broughtabout

a leap in schools participating in the scheme. By 1976 the numbers of

schools engaging in work-experience programmes had increased to 240.

This further increased by 1979 when 524 schools engaged in work-

experience during the school year. Over 8096 of the schools were state

run séhools; less than 2096 Ikere private schools (Advise, June 1980: 3).

4 3
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The students' remuneration for the period of work-experience can

range from nothing for a governmental or local serviceorganisation to

fifty dollars or more a week. Private employees must pay a minimum

wage of $3 per day. This is mainly to satisfy the requirements for

Workers' Compensation and a Workers' Compensation form has to be

completed for each student and signed by the principal. To satisfy

Workers' Compensation requirements when working for a service organ-

isation the students agree to donate any payment back to the

organisation.

The rationale behind the implementation of work-experience

schemes has had diverse ideological backgrounds. Firstly during periods

of high and 'persistent youth unemployment such schemes are seen by

politicians, parents and employers as likely correctors of the apparent

mismatch between education and work. Secondly, for radical educators
It

work-experience was initially seen as a form of praxis; of bringing

education and productive labor into close harmony (Freire, '1978).

Thirdly, work-experience appeals to those members of society who see

such schemes as 'a means not only to socialise the young to the

workplace but also to inculcate the dominant ideology of the private

enterprise system into the students (Marland, 1974).,

At C.B.C. work-experience has only beel implemented very

recently. As Jim Kern put it:

"Work-experience was introduced in 1980. It came in just
as an extra programme for the commerce area. The
commerce area adopted it and tried to get the kids out".

4 4
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The cpmmerce/teachers felt that many students were unaware of the

'real' world of business. This had, come about because many of the staff

at C.B.C. were "either brothers, ex-brothers or ex-priests" who knew

little of the derriands and complexity of the 'normal' industrial world.

Jim's aim was:

"primarily to expose the kids to the work environment arid
to, as I see it anyway, what we are supposed to be
preparing for. If you like, just what (work) was about.

My initial pasic aim was simply to expose them and get
them out' the school situation and make them say get
up at 7.30 and make them turn up everyday just simply
(to) expose them to any environment whatever".

In this approach to the students' education Jim felt that they

.should be thr4t even into the most alienated and dehumanised situations

to show them what the 'real' world is like. For:

"they simply don't know what the factory flaw involves....
There is simply the dehumanising or the noise or whatever
really must have had a tremendous effect on them and
only two when they came back said they would go for it.
Now that was my idea of that, is that most of those kids
would not work on the assembly line anyway, they would
be in diferent areas. But I really like to shock kids or just
get them to realise what it is really about".

The initial numbers of students going out on work-experience was

small. In 1981 twenty five students went into the work environment for

two weeks of the second term. However, in 198,2 this had quickly

expanded to the entire year 11 group of 115 students. The change was

facilitated by the arrival at the.school of an 'Old boy' Bruce Smith, who

had been involved in work-experience at a state high school in the

Latrobe Valley since 1975. He, had found that in the "Valley" it was seen

as an important recruiting device as:
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"certain employers would trY 3 or 4 kids during the year
and at the end of the year they would make a decision on
who they would emploi. It also....saved them time and
money in interviewing people".

Bruce's aims for C.B.C. were much the same as they had in the "Valley":

"to get the students aware of the work sithation, the
getting up early, the responding to bosses, doing tasks,
showing initiative. Secondly as fi source of employment
basically....I always felt (as a student at C.B.C.) that a lot
of the stuff we were taughtpwas irrelevant because the
type of kids that are coming arenq necessarily from the
academic background. (On the Forms raturned) the
average (parent's) occupation was in the trades business
and the trade working class. (Consequently) when the kids
sat down and filled out, their preferences (for Work-
experience) of the 115 that went out there were 61 of
them with trade .orientated ambitions".

. hr the attitude towards the renihprtition that the students

received from their work-experience Bruce 'took the hard line: of the

'Fear world. In some schools slightly radical (vork-experience coordin-
"

'ators take a more egalitarian approach to the money earned. They

collect the money and redistribute it so that all students obtain an equal

amount. Bruce had found that in the "Valley":

"the tech. school did it where they recallocated it. (But)
you would have to be an idiq ,kid to tell you got $80 or
$100 bucks, wouldn't you. 1 r Would be keeping it. That is
endouraging socialism where' the harder some guy works
and gets paid and he distrihutes it to some idiot pho
doesn't work well".

The aims of work-experience reflect the liberal technocratic-

meritocratic view of schooling and work (Bowles & Gintis, 1976: 23).

These are mainly concerned with matching the attitudes and skills

demanded in the workplace with those being produced by .the school.

The economic and political systems are taken as given and beyond the

4 6
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range of educational questioning or actions. Inequality of power, status

and wealth are taken as natural consequences reflecting the range of
_

meritocratic skills in society. The job of work-experience is to allow the

school-leavers to enter the workplace aware of the places they will

occupy with "re istic" aspirations which reflect their educational.

attainment.

Some Thoughts on,Cultural Reproduction and C.B.C.

Bourdiéu perceived that with the development of capitalism,

reproduction Ilesfbectikme more dependent on cultural assets or cultural
,

capital instea&rof in erited wealth. These cultural assets were also

perceived as importan by the Christian Brothers in their self appointed

task of facilitating th entry of working class Catholics into the 'middle

class"of Protestant so iety. Schools like C.B.C. therefore attempted to

ensure that poor Cat olics could overcame their lack of wealth and

property by the acquisition of specific cultural assets.

In the recent development of capitalism, cultural assets wbich are

in harmony with the operations of corporate enterprise have become
1

increasingly important. This trend has become evident as the managerial

personnel of firms increasingly come not from a controlling family but

from a body of people endowed with the dlspositions and characteristics

campatible Ito the ideology of the firm (Bourdieu, Boltanski and Saint-

Martin, 1973: 66).

However, Bourdieu argues, in the quest for crederitials the school

alone seems capable of providing the skills such as manipulation of

4 7



language, social dispositions and economic calculation denfanded by the
e

economic and symbolic markets. In this way the school functions as a

means of symbolic domination. For:

"even when it does not manage to provide the opportunity
for appropriating the dominant culture, it can at least
inculcate recognition of the legitimacy of this culture and
of those ;Ito have the means of appropriating it. Sym-
bolic domination accompanies and redoubles economic
domination" (Bourdieu & Boltanski, 1978: 217).

Because the domination is of an, arbitrary culture, it results .in a

socialisation which 15 inherently a symbolic form of violence. For the

socialisation process does vio1ei4e to the reality of the basic power

structure. Thus there is a 'misrecognition' ofyle educational proces,s by

both the teachers and the students. Through this mystification of the

true nature of the taught cUlture the resistance towards it is limited.
V

Whilst those who inculcate the dominant culture "live out their thought

and practice in the illusion of freedom and universality" (Bourdieu &

Passeron, 1977: 40).

- When looking at C.B.C. a major thrust of the schools program is

directed at reinforcing and inculcating the' dispositions of discipline,

respect for authority and self-control. These are major tenets.of both

Irish Catholicism and capitalism. For as Cameron Pont, a senior member

of C.B.C., put it, apart from a Catholic education the major factors:

"that attracts people to C.B.C. (is that they think). I will
send them to the brothers and they will straighten them
out. . .They have beeh really brutal disciplinarians at
times in their punishments. . .Even enlightened people
belieAred that discipline in that form was a good thing".

The cultural ethos of discipline, obedience, and docility is seen as

important by both the family and tbe scho4.8This ethos of relatively
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durable dispositions of modes*of perception; of thinking self action is

termed by Bourdieu the habitus. This cprovides students:

"not so much with particular and particularised schemes
of thought as with that general disposition which eng-
enders particular schemes Which may then be applied in
different d6 ains of thought and action" (1971: 184).

So in this way the c tural environment of C.B.C. differs from

that which other classes o status group experience in schools in

Newburyport. For as the en ironments for different classes differ so

each class has a different habi us. As Di Maggio illustrates, the habitus

brings about a "unique integrati n, dominated by the earliest experiences

statistically common to members of the same class" (1979: 1464). Thus

through the workings of habitus the particular cultural practices of

individuals from a particular status gr,pup or class appear "natural" and

"normal" perhaps even "inevitable". But through this process there is

little awareness of how these practices react and are modified by other

practices or are themselves limited. Nevertheless there is a dialectic

relationship between the individual, group and society. As Bourdieu puts

it:

"the habitus acquired in the family underlies the struc-
turing of school experiences. . .and the habitus trans-
formed by schooling, itself diversified, in turn underlies
the structuring of all subsequent experiences (e.g. the
reception and assimilation of the messages of the culture,
indus y or work experience), and so on, from restruc-

mg to restructuripg" (1977: 87).

The study of C.B.C. reflects tha dynami6, dialectical interplay of

culture. Through bothdthe internal culture of the group and the external

culture of society a dialect--*--evolves in which the individual is not only

4 9
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created but also creates and contributes to the structures in which

he/she exists. In a similar context Connell et al., argue:

Conclusion

e
"the interactions among kids, parents and teachers are
constantly being renegotiated and reconstructed, at times
quite dramatically mutated in crises ok the pupil's school
life" (1982: 180. L

At C.B.C. a common cultural function was indicated where

family, religion, sch ol and work-experience culti±til/i traits Merged and

coalesced. This involved the traits of discipline, self control, respect for

atitherity and obedieftee. The discipline of the school is legitimated and

substantiated by the 'reality' of the business world .that students come

into contact with during work-experience. Students have to be

'punctual': 'obey orders'; put their hands up to get permission to feave

the assembly line, to go to the tdir7\ In this way their daily life

experiences influence, interact and renegotiate their life time patterIns

and expectations. For as Giddens argues the structural,telations that

perpetuate stability or precipitate change in a society are at the same

time both the "medium and the outcome of the reproduction of social

practices" (1979: 5). Thus reproduction occurs through the continual

movement of students into complex rganisational relationships and their

interaction with them. For the individual in this way is,engaged in an

external-internal dialectic which reflects ttie interplay between his own

cultural background, the culture of the school and workplace culture.

Through this process it is the resultant cultural resources which the
-

student acquires that play a vital role in the cultural reproduction

process (Collins, 1979).-
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REpRODUCTION AND CONTESTATION: CLASS, RELIGION, GENDER

Am.) CONTROL AT CHRISTIAN BROTHERS COLLEGE

Introduction

Richard J. Bates

Deakin University

For a decade now debate in the sociology of education has been

dominated by arguments over the part played by education in the

reproduction Aof social structures (Bowie & Gintis, 1976) and cultural

difference (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977). Recently the early accounts of

these reproductive- ppocesses have come under attack for being too
--

deterministic (Bates, 1980 or failing to take note of the possibility or

extent of contestation in schools (Girbux, 1980). Other accounts have

' been criticised for their naive optimism regarding the possibilities of

intervention and transformation (Young & Whitty, 177) and their

underestimation of the dependence oP educational transformations on

concomitaa economic and social transformations (Halsey et al, 1980).

MCist of these accounts of the processes of reproduction or transformatjon

of social and cultural structures have been articulated at a macro-level,

focussing on society-wide changes or procegses.
El,

One of the problems of
. _,'''' s.

such -S. has been to relate such large scale explanations to the
/ 4

smaller sca explanations that both locate and illuminate the experience

of particular communities and their schools. Such attempts as have been -

made display vividly the dangers of imposing pre-f6rmed theoretical

explanations on somewhat reluctant data (Sharp & -Green, 1975) and of

extrapolating from possibly unrepresentative data to large scale,explan-

ations of social process (Willis, 1977).
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These reservations by no means condemn the woiks to which they

refer. Rather they point to the substantial difficulties facing theorists

and researchers interested in fundamental questions of social reproduction

and transformation. These diffibulties are both theoretical and empirical.

The theoretical issues are largely those of relating macro to micro events .

and explanations, and of embracing rather than excluding the normati-ve,

evaluative, elements of explanation, interpretation and action. The

-empirical issues are largely those of deciding what kinds of evidence

count ire attempting to deal with auch theoretical problems; of whether

large scale survey analysis excludes the thick description needed for,

adequate explanation or' whether the abundant detail yielded by ethno-

graphic techniques is bought at too high a cost in terms of geheralisation.

Each of these issues is spoken to in our attempt to construct a team

et ogra hy of Christian Brothers College.

. '

ly, however, the issues of reproduction and contestation,

are sp ken to by the historical/social characteristic of the school. For

ins ance 'the school, along with most Christian BtOthers schools has,

historically, had a distinctive (working) class loeatien. But rather than

reproducing the working class culture of its clients the aim has tzeen to

<transform the -cultural identity of its pupils tXtablisheit catholic middle
-

class. ,Thus, es far as the wider social structure is concerned, elements

of contestation and transformation are present and overshadow the

elements of cultural reproduction.

,The instrugents of such transformatio&-have, traditionally, however,

been locateWvithin a school culture dominated.by gender (an exclusively

male staff and student population) religion (an explicitly conservative

catholic theology and order) and control (a strict disciplin mphasising

5 4
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conformity and oballence). In these internal respects the cultural history

of the Brothers Schools has been, until recently, one of reproduction

rather than transformation.

Since- the establishment of C.B.C. in 1935 a number of both internal

and external factors have influenced the balance and outcomes of the

ottempts a reproduction, contestation and transformation. In particular

these centre around four themes: those of class, religion, gender and

control.

Class and C.B.C.

The explicit background to the,establishment of C.B.C., as well as of

other catholic secondary schools was, as Brother Graham recalls 'to
enable Catholics to' move into positions of influence', positions from

which they were largely debarred in the, early decades of the twentieth
century in Australia by the almost exclusively Protestant nature of
secondary educaton. The towns catholic community therefore welcomed

the establishment of C.B.C. as Cameron Pont points out:

In those first years people were proud (of the school's
establishment). The community was keen to have catholic
people in influential situations in the town. One of the
ways they .could do that of course, was by education.

The result of this emphasis on the class relocation of catholics into the

middle class was, of course, a determinedly academic emphasis. Cameron

Pont again suggests 'the whole school has been geared towards academic

achievement'.

The success of C.B.C. on a local scale can be measured by the

penetration of part pupils into the higher echelons of management and

55'
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professions in the town. As one staff member put it, many current school

learners get/jobs because of o/d boYs who 'are 38 or 40, just vising to the

top in their jobs as executives; others in are lin their 50's now so...they

just look after the old sctiool tie'. The existence of such a network of

contacts in banks and insurance companies in the town was also observed

by Lou Smith during his. 'downtown' visits with 'the principal. The

penetration of the local 'business community by C.B.C. old boys is

exemplified by the current mayor of the town who wears his previous

membership of C.B.C. publically and proudly.

One of the problems facing C.B.C. is in fact a product of its very

success, for, in creating a middle class catholic population in the local

community it has assisted in the transfer of that earlier generation's

children into the prestigious protestant schools. These schools, having

abandoned their exclusion of catholics, novi enrol, we are informed, some

10-1596 of their students from the local catholic community. The result

for C.B.C. is that '10 or 12 years ago, the people who came to this school

were. ..fairlY comfortable financially. They were solicitors and doctors.

Now that population has changed (and) we are having the plumber ancrthe

plasterer, the carpenter and the craftsman. . .who form the bulk of the

population of the school'. It might be said, therefore, that the school now

caters for a fairly stable group of lower middle class families, having lost

the 4upper, professional groups to the nationally oriented, prestigious

protestant schools.

At the same time C.B.C. appears to have drawn up the ladder as far ,

as access by some groups within the local community are concerned. For

instance, many of the academically less able are screened out through the

use of the Test of Leahing Aptitude (A.C.E.R.), It also appears that the

majority of the post-war European (rather than Anglo) catholic immigrant

population is also screened out through-a zoning restriction with the result
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'that 'there is a much higher percentage of European children going to

Vianney than there would be here'.

As far as the class location of C.B.C. is Concerned, therefore, it

_appears that the early commitment to contestation and transformation of

the class location of the catholic community has been, at least in part,

successful and that the radical aspect of this school's mission has been

itself transformed into a conservative, reproductive mission centred on

the lower, middle class, anglo, catholic community. Such a trans-

forniation leads some of the brothers to ask whether 'what we ought to

be doing is heading towards the housing commission estates'.

Religion at C.B.C.

If the class location of C.B.C. was altered from one of contestation

and transformation within the wider community to one of reproduction

then the converse seems to apply to the internal reproduction of a

religious culture. To be sure, the consensus is that 'parents send their

boys here because they want them to have a good catholic -C-dirCrtion'.

But what constitutes a good catholic education in the modern, post

Vatican II world. is a matter of debate. The reproduction of old style

religion through catechism based rote-learning and drill in ritual responses

backed up.by threats of retribution ("Fear, f ar in the sense that you have

to do this, or you must do this, or else".) appears to have given way' to

a degree of ambiguity and uncertainty. This is exhibited in two particular

ways. Firstly, despite the obvious and distinctive (to a non-catholic)

symbols and rituals that permeate the school there seems to be little that

can be readily identified as a focal point of the religious life of the

schocd. As one lay teacher suggest echoing the reports of several
7others:
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There really isn't much sign of it really. The chapel is
used by a few boys at lunch time. They might go up and

_pay a visit. Every teacher is supposed to say a prayer at
the staft of the period but I don't know if that happens all
the time. . .0ther than that there is a statue or similar
in every room (but) I don't think religion plays a very
important part in the school although there is the
underlying theme that that is what we are here for and
that this is the difference between this school and a
normal high school.

This is a matter concern for some of the staff. 'We have tried

for years to say that the cfiapel ought to be the focal point of the, school

and if people are going to pray. . .They ought to come to the chapel...

There' is. nothing organised in the senior school where they come together

as a com munity'.

Rather than the religious life being focussed on the, chapel and

reproduced through the observances of the churches year it seems that

religion is diffused into the classroom and in particular, the religious

education classes. Here, tfiere also seems to be a degree of ambiguity.

For instance the traditional form of religious education 'learning'

definitions from books, catechism and that' has been displaced by 'more

of a discussion type approach. .more on the decent human side of it'.

This discussion approach is explained in that relfious education 'is a

really difficult subject to teach. You can't really teach it. You can't...

state an objective and then say at the end of this lesson these children

will have grasped this concept'. The alteration in the syllabus from the

catechism to a more social-issues basO course has its pedagogical

problems:

with the catechism and whatever, it was pretty straight
forward.. .and now I know, from a teaching point of view
it is a lot harder with all the vague issues that now come
up. 41
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If the alteration from a catechism-based religions edtication to a

social-issues based curriculum has produced an ambiguity of content and

pedagogy, there is also conflict over the quantities timetable. That is, on

the one hand 'If the school sets itself up to be a church hool, then its

number one priority should be teaching that religion.... N metric results

are damn important but.,:, .if an extra period is to be en its always 5th
,

period - which happens to be the religion period. This is a little cock-

eyed view of things'. On the other hand as a lay teacher suggested 'From

what the kids have said and from what same Flf the other teachers have

said, a lot of the R.E. that is being taught in the senior school has no

relevance to the boys. Especially in H.S.C. a lot of them resent the fact

that they have 5 or 6 periods a week in R.E. and they would rather be

doing something else (related to) H.S.C. which is the be all and end all'.

Finall , the place of religion in the school is threatened by the if

decreasin proportion of the staff who are Brothers, thus necessitating

the employmen of lay staff to teach religion, among whom much l ess

consensus migh be assumed than among members of the reli lous
'!community of he Brothers.

In all then, the reproduction of a formal religious culture that was

previously the concern of a wholly Christian Brothers staff has been

transformed by the establishment of a more social-issues oriented syllabus

and by the layicization of a large proportion of the staff. In such a

situation the definition and practice of religious education is contested

despite the expressed desire of parents for the reproduction of 'a gird

catholic education' among their children.
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Gender in C.B.C.

If the increasing layicization of the staff has produced contestation

and transformation in the religious education provided by the school, then,

the incre9sing feminization of the taff is producing similar contestation

and transformation of attitudes to ards gender. For many of the female

staff the attitudes of both male staff and boys create problems that

initially focus on pedagogy and reveal a basically contiadictory form Of

human relations to those traditionally employed. What struck one of the

more experienced women on her arrival at C.B.C. was what she termed

the conservatism of the school: 'I don't really enjoy teaching under this

type of system...I don't get the rewards out of teaching that I have had

before. . .for me it is like going back to teaching when I first started

some 12 years ago. The structure is the problem. Even simple things.

The desks are too big and heavy to move so they have to be in straight

rows.. .1 know the policy of the school is that they like order and tidiness

and Brothers ask for people to line up but at that age kids should be able

to go in and get on with what they are doing. . .That kind of strict

discipline has an overeaction in children where, when they are given

freedom, they don't know how to handle it and they over-react and

become stupid'.

Several other women echo these sentiments. nother, younger

women teacher: 'most of the teachers have been maL. . .but just now

there is this influx of females and {the boys) seem to be revolting against

it'. Yet another younger woman teacher: 'you often get the impression,

especially in religious classes, that these boys are in continuous revolt the

whole time'. This tension between the female staff and boys in the senior

school is observed by male teachers. Now there are a lot more women,
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particularly young ones, which I don't think is all that good because...

they get really attacked; not physically but mentally attacked by the boys

and put under pressure'.. One male staff member explains this

-phenomenon as follows:

Women in C.B.C. suffer somewhat from an unfortunate
attitude which I believe exists in the minds of mqny of the
boys and puts them at a disadvantage becausj they rare
women. This in turn suggests somgXh1 g in the...
formation of those attitudes, or the reinforcement of
those attitudes by staff and perhaps the Brothers them-
selves or maybe by parental attitudes. (For instance)
recently I gave the class a task of arguing why the male
should be the head of the family...A lot of them took the
line that women are not suited to the task because the
notion of being head was one of issuing instructions or
directions and. . . women are insufficiently capable of.
exerting their authority or do not have the requisite
intelligence. Therefore the tasks they perform at home
are the ones they are best suited to.

Certainly such,an explanation is consistent with the parody of sexuality

I observed in a free-form drama class where the "wife" was all bum and

boobs and att.\ tk,and dominant and authoritarian. It is also evident in

one teacher's report of behaviour at a camp. 'We took the children down

on the camp and on the first night one of the boys wanted to ring up his

girlfriend. They made a big deal out of this very important phone call,

1

whereas had there been females around that type of thing would probably

go on in a more relaxed natural situationt.

The pos*ility of co-education is a subject of interest to the boys

° 'the boys ask for girls here, they make that type of comment to me all

the time why aren't there girls here'. The issue is apparently not for

discussion: 'I brought that issue up.. .casually with a couple of Brothers

and they preferred not to discuss the issue'. Indeed there is some

evidence that the Wothers find difficulties in dealing not only with girls

("they just won't accept girls into their schools, that is quite contrary4 to

their policies") but also with female t.ti,ff. For instance 'whi e they
61.
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accept them as staff they believe that they are dealing on a professional

basis and can keep them at arms length. I think you will find that some

(of the Brothers here would tell you that their conversations with women...

have to be at arms length. That is part of the tradition'.

The issue of gender therefore is not one of the simple reproduction

of traditional sexual attitudes of male authority, intelligence and strength

against female weakness, stupidity and softness, for such attitudes are

challenged by the obvious intelligence, capability and strength of several

female members of staff. Moreover the pedagogy of most female and

some male lay staff exemplifies the humanity and respdet for persons that

equates closely with the caring, loving religious ideal that the school

proclaims. Gender, is, therefore, like religion, a focus for contestation

and transformation rather than simply reproduction.

Control and C.B.C.

Historically control, like gender and religion and unlike class, has

been a matter of reproduction rather than contestation and trans-

formation. 'The Brothers. . .are authoritarian by nature and the nature

of the order makes people that way. They have held the reins for so long

and they are not going to have anyone else running their schools'. C.B.C.

like other independent secondary schools, however, faces a number of

external threats ranging from the "deprivatisation" potentially associated

with the acceptance of ever increasing sums of government money;

through the encroachment of newly established Catholic Education

Offices with the concomitant standardisation of salary scales, appoint-

ment and promotion procedures and discretionary funding; to the rapid

layicization of staff who may well become, as is increasingly the case in

New South Wales, unionised. This issue of layicization is especially

poignant 'As far as the Christian Brothers are concerned.. .their numbers
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are dwindling. If they Wanted to maintain a Christian Brothers ethos in

the school. . .they aught to have been more forceful about it. What is

happening is the encroachment of the layman as opposed to the Christian

Brothers and the lay persons influence in the school is becoming greater

and greater without positive control by the Christians'.

4, As far as most teachers are concerned the Christian Brothers control

centres on three areas: administration, discipline and curriculum. As far

as administration is concerned the diminution in the size of the order has

inevitably led to a retreat in the influence of the Brothers. Despite thl

magnitude of this retreat and the virtual collapse of the novitiate many

argue that the traditions of the Christian Brothers schools are being

maintained because 'by having a Christian Brother as a senior admini-

stratoia it is seen that the Christian Biother is still in control of the

school and it is still their school'.

This control is important in two ways. Firstly 'the Christian Brothers

would say that they would maintain a better standard of educationS'and

discipline. . .the Brothers belong to that Irish code of discipline -Which

subscribes to be very strict. Some of the lay teachers take a more

relaxed view and perhaps a more human view of disciplinary problems and

relationships with students'. As we saw in the discussion of gender, this

is particularly, though not exclusively, true of the ivomen staff, Whatever

the case, however, things have changed a lot as is indicated by a mafe

staff n*mber. 'In the years I was here as a student there were a lot

more brothers here and the discipline was a lot harder than it is now.

There was corporal punishment. . .just done very easily and without a

second thought. I think a lot orparents knew that and actually expected

that to happen if anything went wrong with their son. They expected the
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Brothers to belt them and put_ thenestreight. . .

disappeared and you never hear of corporal punishment'.

slight exaggeration, for during our stay at the school "Br

Now all that has

up a number of reants in the gym and strapped

demanding t the female staff leave the scene

This latter Is a

other Bash" lined

them - after

f this public

discipline"'

vay to other v

humiliation. However, the point stands that fht

traditionally associated with the Brothers has largely given

forms of control and negotiation.

The second claim for the Brothers part in providing a 1good catholic

education' is that 'they have control of what happens in the school - what

subjects are-tihtand so on'. This is on a certain limited sense, literally

correct. For instance, from the staff's point of view 'the first we heard

of (the introduction of) Italian was at a parent teacher session and we .

heard from the Princ-Iatthckt an Italian teacher had been employed'. The

rationale for such decisions is often obscure to the-staff as a whole who

suggest that 'we rely very heavily on direction from the top. We real ly

can't make any decisions. I mean we can make decisions but whether o

not they are mented or tyn notice of is another thing'. The issue

leads to ambivalence. On the one hand once decisions are made individual

teacher autonomy is all but absolute. 'Whiit I do in the classroom I am

left to do on my own. There is no intrusion there'. Such autonomy is

valued but it also leads to feelings of isolation and lack of co-ordination.

One recently arrived staff member had this to say 'the only problem

see... is the lack of communication. You feel you are being neglected in

a certain way but as for having authority over things you have got that'.

The most significant issue here is that related to the co-ordination of

the curriculum. One senibr staff member su ests that 'When I speak of

the curriculum I speak about it as a totality of what is happening (but)
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my discussion (ett C.B.C.) is really on syllabus. There hasn't been enough

discu-Ssion on curriculum.\;involving other people in the process. For 33

yearc we have spoken about curriculum when we really mean syllabus -

syllabus and book learning. That is the way it started in Ireland. It was

important that tables be taught and maths be taught and English be

taught end certain narrow confines of knowledge be taught. But discipline

was maintained. People did the right thing. They sat in rows and all that

kind of thing. Sussffisingly enough that still permeates a lot of the school

1)and we haven't really got away from that'.

Control over administration, discipline a d curriculum is, therefore,

contested and in a process of transformation hastened by the growing

layicization of the staff.

What this study seVms to show then, is that the processes of

reptoduction, contestation and transformation act differentially both

through time and with regard to the external context and internal

processes of C.B.C. The value of ethnographic studies such as this-is that

they allow the empir al assessment oftheoretical explanations which at

cet4ain levels of abstraction can be either naive or doCtrinaire thus

misrepresenting 'the lived experience of individuals and the nature of

institutional and social life. What has been presented here is but a

thumbnail sketch of the analysis we are currently undertaking. We

believe, however, that ethnographies conceived and executed in this

fashion can be a powerful aid to both theoretical and empirical analysis
.ts

of fundamental sosial and educational processes such as those of

reproduction, contestation and txfor mation.
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